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is a b e l l a ™ D E S I G N G U I D E

french white
vintage
striped c8

isabella single chest 226-0011-c8 french white vintage striped
isabella sonnet bed, twin 226-5323-c8 french white vintage striped
isabella storage drawers 226-0279-c8 french white vintage striped
isabella night table 226-0081-c8 french white vintage striped

so many parties,

so little time.

Wherever her story goes, happiness
awaits. Isabella™ casts her spell with
carved rosettes, ribbon panels,
decorative overlays and thoughtful
architecture that keeps the life of a
busy princess beautifully organized.

Find a local retailer at
youngamerica.com/locator
youngamerica.com
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Welcome to

a solid case

FOR self
expression.
Constructed of kiln-dried, North American
hardwoods and veneers, Isabella is a canvas
prepared for your personalization with our new
sophisticated palette. Tell a simple color story with
one of our paints, or choose “Vintage Striped,”
the hand-painted highlighting of moldings and
carvings in a contrasting color. Antique white
pulls and knobs adorn the final work.

standard paint technique

Robbinsville, USA.

home of Young America.

C r aftin g t h e saf e st
furniture you can buy for your child is
not easy, and it’s not a job we take lightly.
You might say craftsmanship is a way of
life. And while it may sound quaint to
modern ears,
this is a place
where people
value resources, materials, workmanship
and time. We’re proud of what we do here
in Robbinsville, USA. To learn more, visit
youngamerica.com/robbinsvilleusa.

vintage striped technique

ALL NEW finish PALETTE
paints

starlight b

french white c

sandpiper e

bliss f

true blue j

bluet l

chili pepper p

creme q

black r

lavender t

heron w

chocolate z

oatmeal o

Need finish samples? Cards are available at your nearest retailer, or visit youngamerica.com
where you can explore all our finishes and techniques and request samples.

2 | 1-800-659-7297
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nursery
This crib converts to a toddler bed.*

After art, I shall retire
to my chamber for a beauty
nap; not that I need it.

start with the basics.

your baby’s crib.

starlight b1

built to grow bravo crib
btg-2000-b1 starlight

Safety always comes first at Young America
where every single crib undergoes the
independent, third-party scrutiny of Intertek
Check. Their certification is your assurance
that Young America is the safest children’s
furniture you can buy.
With safety assured, look to performance to
find the perfect crib. Our crib complements any
nursery’s décor and also offers the valuable
option of converting to a toddler bed when
your child is ready. For a crib so versatile it can
adapt for use into the tween and teen years,
check out the Built to Grow™ crib — innovation
that promises sweet dreams for a long, long time.

To see all our Built to Grow products,
go to youngamerica.com/builttogrow.
Or visit gettag.mobi and download the
free app. Then you can simply scan this
coded image to learn more.

4 | 1-800-659-7297

starlight b1

grace crib ssc-1300-b1 starlight
*stk-3435 conversion kit sold separately
youngamerica.com
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Watching your child grow is
one of parenthood’s great joys.
Keeping up with that growth
can sometimes be a source of
frustration — and expense. We
build Young America furniture
so that it can grow along with
your child. From infant’s haven
all the way through your teen’s
“personal space,” our furniture
is there, adapting to changing
styles and needs.

starlight b1

bliss f1

built to grow gala crib btg-2800-f1 bliss
isabella single dresser 226-0001-f1 bliss
changing station chs-3305-b1 starlight

6 | 1-800-659-7297

crib and bed accessories sold separately

youngamerica.com
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starlight b1

grace crib ssc-1300-b1 starlight
isabella hutch 226-0224-b1 starlight
isabella double dresser 226-0002-b1 starlight

DIY Ribbon Mobile!
A colorful ribbon mobile will
delight your little one as she drifts
off to dreamland. A variety of
widths, patterns and textures allow
you to mix and match colors to suit
her nursery’s décor. Learn how
to make your own Ribbon Mobile
at blog.youngamerica.com.

in a blur, she’s a

toddleR.
Life speeds up when they transition to
toddler. Good thing our crib is a quick
change artist, converting to a toddler bed
faster than you can say “I’m a big girl!”

stationary toddler rail kit
stk-3440-b1 starlight

8 | 1-800-659-7297
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Q

built to grow debut crib btg-2500-b1 starlight

LITY TESTE
D
UA

Safety is in the details.

CRIB

Intertek, the leading
independent third party
certification lab for safety
and design, takes us beyond
testing, by inspecting and
certifying our products.

safety first,

second and third.

starlight b1

intertek
crib check

rounded
corners
GREENGUARD Certification
means all our cribs and beds
have been independently
tested to meet the most
stringent chemical emissions
standards in the world.

greenguard
certified

You’ll sleep easier when it’s Young America.

All Young America furniture is
designed, engineered and
manufactured in Robbinsville,
North Carolina. Learn more at
youngamerica.com/madeinusa.

10 | 1-800-659-7297

With its Made in America quality and safety, its design innovation, and
incomparable styling and finish options, Young America helps you create
environments that are inspiring, safe, nurturing and healthy for your child.
It is in these spaces your child will wonder, create, grow and ultimately
become whatever he or she is meant to be.
A safe environment is a pretty big responsibility, and one Young America
takes very seriously; so seriously that internal systems for safety testing and
quality control surpass even the most stringent regulations set down by the
Consumer Products Safety Commission. From the green initiatives for
sourcing lumber, to the special formulation of paints and finishes that are
sensitive to the indoor air quality, Young America, more than any other
manufacturer, takes the safety of your child’s personal space to heart.

hi-lo
bedrail
locking
system

youngamerica.com
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starlight b1

isabella 3 drawer night stand 226-0082-b1 starlight
isabella cameo bed, twin 226-5333-b1 starlight

The teen years —
just a hop, skip
and a jump away.

Find a local retailer at
youngamerica.com/locator

bluet l1

12 | 1-800-659-7297

isabella wardrobe
226-0015-l1 bluet

starlight b1

isabella hutch 226-0224-b1 starlight
isabella computer desk 226-0227-b1 starlight

youngamerica.com
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isabella vertical mirror 226-0032-b1 starlight
isabella
single
dresser
226-0001-f1
isabella single
dresser
226-0001-f8
bliss
vintage bliss
striped
isabella vertical mirror 226-0032-b1 starlight

starlight
bliss f1b1

bliss f1 b1
starlight

An open-and-shut case of craftsmanship and ingenuity.

starlight b1

Easy to close. Easy to adjust. Easy to remove. Crafted with
English dovetails in all four corners, our drawers also use
state-of-the-art safety-limited extension Silent System slides.
Give the drawer a gentle push and watch it self-close …
quietly, safely and kindly to little fingers. What’s more, there’s
never been a drawer that’s easier to remove. Adjusting it is a
snap, too, so it’s always centered, always looking good.

french white
vintage striped
c8

isabella single chest 226-0011-c8 french white vintage striped

14 | 1-800-659-7297

isabella armoire 226-0018-b1 starlight

youngamerica.com
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What they lack in business savvy,
they more than make up for
in their love of
tasteful things.

creme vintage
striped q8

isabella chest 226-0012-q8 creme vintage striped
isabella sonnet bed, full 226-5324-q8 creme vintage striped
isabella 3 drawer night stand 226-0082-q8 creme vintage striped

16 | 1-800-659-7297
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isabella bunk bed, twin 226-7300-b1 starlight

Adaptation.

starlight b1

Very handy at any age.
Tweens become teens ... siblings grow up, get their own room,
others leave for college ... one chapter ends, a new one begins.
When you sign on for the family experience, change is certain. We’ll
help you invest wisely with flexible solutions for sleep and storage
through our wide-ranging Built to Grow™ product assortment.

Find a local retailer at
youngamerica.com/locator

starlight b1

isabella bunkable bed, twin 226-7350-b1 starlight
trundle bed storage drawer tsu-0069-b1 starlight

18 | 1-800-659-7297

youngamerica.com
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storage

the right stuff.

storage galore!
Toddler to teen — do they ever have the space to store their stuff?
They do now. Beds, dressers, tables, desks, hutches and bookcases, all
of it ingeniously engineered to accommodate what they accumulate.

The alternative to giving her proper
storage space? Chaos. Let our
solutions keep it under control.
20 | 1-800-659-7297

starlight b1

(2) dana low bookcases wal-8255-b1 starlight
newberry bookcase bed, twin bed-5553-b1 starlight
youngamerica.com
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A place for

everything!
dana door bookcase (2) wal-8295-b1 starlight, dana storage hutch wal-8125-b1 starlight
dana large console wal-8195-b1 starlight, changing station chs-3305-b1 starlight

Build your own storage!
The accumulation of stuff — it starts before baby and mom come home from the hospital and never really stops.
Give it all a home with our inspired, innovative wall units. Aside from the volumes of storage, you can tuck pieces
into the wall units to stay ahead of your child’s evolving needs: from a dresser with changing station, to a single
bed, to a desk and chair perfectly sized for late-night study sessions. Every year, more new stuff. We’re ready.

starlight b1

dana door bookcase (2) wal-8295-b1 starlight, dana storage hutch wal-8125-b1 starlight
dana large console wal-8195-b1 starlight

dana door bookcase (2) wal-8295-b1 starlight, dana storage hutch wal-8125-b1 starlight
dana writing desk wal-8226-b1 starlight, bailey banker chair chr-0071-b1 starlight

22 | 1-800-659-7297
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teen girl

once a princess.

Always a Princess.

268-0025
silo

isabella bookcase
226-0013-e8 sandpiper vintage striped

starlight b1

sandpiper
vintage
striped e8

nmc-4105
dsk-6110
silos

isabella vertical mirror
226-0032-b1 starlight
isabella double dresser
226-0002-e8 sandpiper vintage striped
isabella cameo bed, full
226-5334-e8 sandpiper vintage striped
isabella 1 drawer night stand
226-0080-e8 sandpiper vintage striped

24 | 1-800-659-7297
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bed accessories
The following items are for use only with select beds from the Isabella collection.

226-7350 isabella bunkable Bed, TWIN
Overall: 42 7/8W 45 13/16D 81 1/4H
(109 x 116 x 206 cm)

Find a local retailer at
youngamerica.com/locator

consists of:
226-e300 isabella BUNK BED ENDS, twin SET
RLS-0052 TWIN/FULL BED RAILS SET (BOLT)
SLR-0368 SLAT ROLL, TWIN

226-7450 isabella bunkable Bed, full
Overall: 57 7/8W 48 13/16H 82 1/4L
(147 x 124 x 209 cm)
consists of:
226-e400 isabella BUNK BED ENDS, full SET
RLS-0052 TWIN/FULL BED RAILS SET (BOLT)
SLR-0468 SLAT ROLL, full

btg-2000 BUILT TO GROW Bravo CRIB *
Overall: 30 11/16W 51 1/2H 58 3/8L
(78 x 131 x 148 cm)

ssc-1300 grace CRIB
Overall: 31 7/16W 47 1/2H 55 15/16L
(80 x 121 x 142 cm)

226-5333 isabella cameo Bed, twin
Overall: 42 7/16W 52H 81 1/2L
(108 x 132 x 207 cm)

consists of:
226-h323 isabella sonnet HEADBOARD, twin
226-f323 isabella sonnet FOOTBOARD, TWIN
rls-0050 TWIN/FULL BED RAILS SET (HOOK)
SLR-0368 SLAT ROLL, TWIN

226-7400 isabella bunk Bed, full
Overall: 57 3/8W 80H 81 1/4L
(146 x 203 x 206 cm)
consists of:
226-e400 isabella BUNK BED ENDS, full SET
RLS-0778 full BUNK BED RAILS, GUARD RAILS
& SLAT ROLLS SET
lad-0769 bunk bed ladder

226-5324 isabella sonnet Bed, full
Overall: 56 5/8W 54 1/2H 82 1/2L
(144 x 138 x 210 cm)

btg-2800 BUILT TO GROW gala CRIB
Overall: 30 1/2W 53 13/16H 57 1/2L
(77 x 137 x 146 cm)

consists of:
226-h324 isabella sonnet HEADBOARD, full
226-f324 isabella sonnet FOOTBOARD, full
rls-0050 TWIN/FULL BED RAILS SET (HOOK)
SLR-0468 SLAT ROLL, full

226-H325 isabella sonnet, queen –
headBoard, only
63 5/8W 54 1/2H (162 x 138 cm)

bed-5553 newberry bookcase Bed, twin *
Overall: 44 1/16W 52H 87 15/16L (112 x 132 x 223 cm)
consists of:
hbd-h553 newberry bookcase HEADBOARD, TWIN
lpf-3286 low profile footBOARD, TWIN
rls-0050 TWIN/FULL BED RAILS SET (HOOK)
SLR-0368 SLAT ROLL, TWIN

bed-5554 newberry bookcase Bed, full *
Overall: 59 1/16W 52H 87 15/16L (150 x 132 x 223 cm)
note: Young America may find it necessary to make changes to prices, colors, materials, equipment
and specifications at any time or even discontinue certain items. We’ll try not to, but our lawyers say
we have to let you know that it could happen.

26 | 1-800-659-7297

226-7300 isabella bunk Bed, TWIN
Overall: 42 3/8W 78H 81 1/4L
(108 x 198 x 206 cm)
consists of:
226-e300 isabella BUNK BED ENDS, twin SET
RLS-0773 TWIN BUNK BED RAILS, GUARD RAILS
& SLAT ROLLS SET
lad-0769 bunk bed ladder

226-5323 isabella sonnet Bed, twin
Overall: 41 5/8W 52 1/2H 82 1/2L
(106 x 133 x 210 cm)

consists of:
hbd-h554 newberry bookcase HEADBOARD, full
lpf-3291 low profile footBOARD, full
rls-0050 TWIN/FULL BED RAILS SET (HOOK)
SLR-0468 SLAT ROLL, full

226-0279 isabella STORAGE DRAWERS
Two drawers, two open areas with adjustable
shelves. Will not accommodate PSR-3268.
76W 19 3/4D 19 1/2H (193 x 50 x 50 cm)

TFK-0572 bunk bed LADDER,
extension kit *
Use with twin bunk
to create twin over full
bunk.

226-5334 isabella cameo Bed, full
Overall: 57 7/16W 53H 81 1/2L
(146 x 135 x 207 cm)

btg-2500 BUILT TO GROW debut CRIB *
Overall: 30 11/16W 46H 58L
(78 x 117 x 147 cm)

LPF-3291 LOW PROFILE FOOTBOARD, full
Will accommodate underbed storage options.
57 3/8W 1 3/8D 20 1/4H (146 x 3 x 51 cm)

TSU-0069 TRUNDLE bed storage
drawer *
Can be used with twin and full bed.
Finished inside and out on all four sides, casters.
75W 40D 13H (191 x 102 x 33 cm)

consists of:
226-h333 isabella cameo HEADBOARD, twin
226-f333 isabella cameo FOOTBOARD, TWIN
rls-0050 TWIN/FULL BED RAILS SET (HOOK)
SLR-0368 SLAT ROLL, TWIN

consists of:
226-h334 isabella cameo HEADBOARD, full
226-f334 isabella cameo FOOTBOARD, full
rls-0050 TWIN/FULL BED RAILS SET (HOOK)
SLR-0468 SLAT ROLL, full

LPF-3286 LOW PROFILE FOOTBOARD,
twin
Will accommodate underbed storage options.
42 3/8W 1 3/8D 20 1/4H (108 x 3 x 51 cm)

226-8300 isabella bunk Bed, twin over
full
Overall: 57 7/8W 79 5/8H 81 3/4L
(147 x 202 x 208 cm)
consists of:
226-e300 isabella BUNK BED ENDS, twin SET
RLS-0773 TWIN BUNK BED RAILS, GUARD RAILS
& SLAT ROLLS SET
tfk-0572 bunk bed ladder, extension kit

* When painting versions of the asterisked items
in “vintage striped,” our finishers will apply the
technique without the striping.

Purchase of 			
SLR-0468 slat roll, 			
full is required.

bed requirements

BTK-3230 built to
grow TODDLER
BED KIT *
For use with Built to Grow Cribs.
Includes toddler bed rail and frame.
56 1/4W 1 3/16D 36 3/8D (143 x 3 x 92 cm)
STK-3435
stationary
TODDLER bed KIT *
For use with Stationary Side Cribs.
Includes toddler bed rail and frame.
37 7/8W 15 1/8H (96 x 38 cm)
STK-3440
stationary
TODDLER rail KIT *
For use with SSC-1300 and SSC-1800 cribs only.
52W 7/8 D 14 5/8H (132 x 2 x 37 cm)

PSR-3268 SAFETY bed RAILS set *
Item not compatible when using 226-0279
Storage Drawers.
47W 16 1/2H (119 x 42 cm)
USS-0097 UNDERBED
pop-up storage twin
upper position: 72W 38D 15 1/2H
(183 x 97 x 39 cm)
lower position: 72W 38D 5H
(183 x 97 x 13 cm)
BTF-3235 built to grow full bed kit *
RLS-0050 Pair Twin/Full Bed Rails Set (Hook)
5 1/4H 76L (13 x 193 cm)
SLR-0468 Slat Roll, Full
rls-0050 twin/full bed rails set
(hook) *
5 1/4H 76L (13 x 193 cm)
slr-0368 slat roll, twin
slr-0468 slat roll, full

Crib Standard
Standard crib size mattress, 51 5/8L 27 1/4W (131 x 69 cm), with a thickness not exceeding 6" (15 cm)
Twin Bed
Standard twin size mattress and box spring or twin size mattress with twin size slat roll
Full Bed
Standard full size mattress and box spring or full size mattress with full size slat roll
Queen Bed
Standard queen size mattress and box spring
Headboard Only
Use a mattress and box spring which correspond in size to size of headboard and a metal bed
frame which attaches to the headboard.
Bunk Bed
Two standard twin size mattresses (no bunkie board necessary with use of slat roll). The Twin Bunk
Beds include two 0368 Twin Slat Rolls. (9" maximum thickness for mattress)
Full Over Full Bunk Bed
Two full size mattresses (no bunkie board necessary with use of slat roll). The Full Bunk Beds
include two 0468 Full Slat Rolls. (9" maximum thickness for mattress)
Trundle Bed Storage Drawer
Standard twin size mattress (no bunkie board needed; 8 1/2" maximum thickness for mattress)
Underbed Pop-up Storage Twin
Standard twin size mattress		
youngamerica.com
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We Test the Tall Ones
226-0080 isabella 1
drawer night stand
23 13/16W 18 3/8D 25 1/8H
(60 x 47 x 64 cm)
WAL-8125 dana STORAGE HUTCH *
49 1/4W 15 11/16D 15H
(125 x 40 x 38 cm)
226-0001 isabella Single dresser
48W 21 1/4D 33 1/8H (122 x 54 x 84 cm)

226-0013 isabella bookcase
32 15/32W 18 3/8D 54H (82 x 47 x 137 cm)

226-0002 isabella double dresser
58 7/16W 21 1/4D 33 1/8H (148 x 54 x 84 cm)

226-0081 isabella
night table
23 5/16W 18 3/8D 26H
(59 x 47 x 66 cm)

226-0082 isabella 3
drawer night stand
23 13/16W 18 3/8D 29 1/8H
(60 x 47 x 74 cm)

226-0224 isabella Hutch
52 1/2W 13 3/4D 51H
(133 x 35 x 130 cm)

Before leaving our Robbinsville
factory, every piece 30" and taller
undergoes stringent stability tests
which ensure that your little one will
not be in harm’s way. Anti-tip kits
ship with all pieces 30" and taller.
Our drawer guides are engineered
to ensure better balance. Too safety
conscious? No such thing.

WAL-8235 dana LARGE STORAGE HUTCH *
62 1/2W 15 11/16D 15H
(159 x 40 x 38 cm)

226-0227 isabella computer DESK
53 13/16W 24D 30 3/8H
(137 x 61 x 77 cm)

CHS-3305 Changing Station *
43 1/2W 19 1/8D 8 3/4H (110 x 49 x 22 cm)

WAL-8195 dana Large Console *
49 1/4W 19 1/8D 33H
(125 x 49 x 84 cm)
226-0015 isabella wardrobe
29 3/16W 20 7/8D 72 1/4H (74 x 53 x 184 cm)
mir-0033 cheval
dressing mirror
Overall:
24 1/4W 20 5/8D 64H
(62 x 52 x 163 cm)

CHR-0071 Bailey BANKER CHAIR *
17W 19 1/4D 38 1/4H (43 x 49 x 97 cm)

WAL-8265 dana
narrow bookcase *
16W 15 11/16D 78H
(41 x 40 x 198 cm)

226-0011 isabella single CHEST
23 13/16W 21 1/4D 46 7/8H (60 x 54 x 119 cm)

226-0018 isabella armoire
44 5/8W 23 7/8D 72H (113 x 61 x 183 cm)

226-0012 isabella CHEST
41 1/8W 21 1/4D 50 7/8H (104 x 54 x 129 cm)
226-0032 isabella vertical mirror
Overall: 28 1/2W 2 1/4D 43H
(72 x 6 x 109 cm)
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MIR-3155 Tabitha tilt MIRROR
Overall: 30 3/8W 5 3/4D 23H
(77 x 15 x 58 cm)

MIR-3180 olivia
oval mirror
Overall: 26W 40 3/16H
(66 x 102 cm)

wal-8226 dana writing desk *
49W 22 3/16D 30 3/16H
(124 x 56 x 77 cm)

WAL-8255 dana
low bookcase *
19 3/4W 10D 52H
(50 x 25 x 132 cm)

WAL-8295 dana
door Bookcase *
30W 15 11/16D 78H
(76 x 40 x 198 cm)

youngamerica.com
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©201 3 Stanl ey Furniture Company is-DG-03.13-40000-hps

Staying in touch has its advantages.
Scan the tag to get connected.

Join the

Register your purchases, get information
about product updates and be among the
first to receive sale and special
discount information.
youngamerica.com

Young Am erica is a registered tradem ar k o f Stan ley Furniture Co m pan y, I n c .

1-800-659-7297

f&l

youngamerica.com

All Young America furniture is designed, engineered and made in Robbinsville, North Carolina.

